ficult to grasp, existing between the primary software industry and industries purchasing specialized software systems for their core businesses. 2 One reason for this lack of clarity is the obsolescence of industry classification systems. These tend to conceal the software development activity of media and communication companies such as Apple, Google, Nokia, and AT&T, classifying them among nonsoftware industries. Another reason is the vague border between traditional software companies, which deliver software as packages but also through the Internet, and software-based firms, which use the Internet in new ways, including as a means to create and capture value from delivering content and services. These services include what have become known as cloud applications.
Cloud computing refers to the provision of computing capacity and applications as a service across the Internet. There are three service layers (matching the cloud architecture layers): 3, 4 • Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) provides computation and storage capacity.
• Platform as a service (PaaS) provides software development tools and an application execution environment.
• Software as a service (SaaS) provides applications on top of PaaS, IaaS, or a private data center.
Here, we focus on the evolution of a small software firm's product and business model, from an SaaS toward a PaaS strategy. 5 In particular, this case study considers how, over time, this firm developed a successful cloud business model to compete in computer gaming.
Business Models
The term "business model" tends to be loosely defined. Essentially, a business model is a story that explains how a firm works. 6 However, firms often depend on other actors in the market. So, to understand how a firm works, we must know the other important actors in its network. Business models are often depicted as static descriptions of a firm's activities in the market. However, markets aren't static, and firms must respond to market changes. In addition, a change in a software firm's products can change its business model. So, a business model that succeeds today might not be successful tomorrow, and firms must adjust their software offerings and business models to adapt to changing market conditions.
From Packaged Software to SaaS
For software firms, the transition to an SaaS business model means much more than just delivering standard software products through the Internet (see Table 1 ). The adoption of SaaS has been regarded as a major driver of structural changes in the software industry. 8 SaaS promises software firms more customers because applications become available via the Internet and are no longer limited by the need to package and deliver CDs or DVDs. Moreover, the service is executed in a single virtual environment that removes the need to develop, test, and maintain software variants for multiple OSs, databases, and middleware systems. Estimating future demand for capacity is no longer a problem because the software executes on top of third-party PaaS or IaaS with virtually unlimited capacity in terms of on-demand processing power and storage.
The core value of SaaS lies in providing online access to a software product that the provider manages and maintains. For customers, SaaS promises more services for fewer upfront costs because they only pay per use. Moreover, out of the "long tail" of services provided via SaaS, 9 they can choose the one that best matches their needs, rather than using software they've installed on a PC. This means fewer problems with purchasing, updating, and maintaining computer hardware, or with hard disks, OSs, and applications. The applications are stored on the Internet, upgrades are available automatically, and Internet data storage expands in accordance with demand, never becoming full.
For software firms, the promise of low costs for users is, in one sense, bad news. On the other hand, they can offer low-cost services to small businesses and individual users that could never have afforded heavy enterprise systems in which adoption might well require expensive tailoring and integration. Moreover, large enterprises can also adopt SaaS services on the basis of service flexibility. They find advantages in the ease of starting to use a service or in cases in which prior problems with poor cost/benefit ratios have prevented the use of software.
SaaS doesn't promise "killer" applications for high-end users; rather, the benefits accrue to large numbers of users in new market segments with the provision of services previously available to only a few enterprises. The charges for SaaS services are also based on use. Instead of a large lump sum when a license is sold or a software project is delivered, SaaS offers service providers a fairly steady stream of income once customers have started using the service. However, owing to the low revenue per customer, service providers will need many customers, which they can gain through aggressive marketing or by using high-volume channels, such as network operators.
The Case Study
We chose the gaming industry for our case study because games include features from both the software and media industries. The gaming market includes extremes, ranging from high-end games (requiring specialized consoles) to simple games (delivered free through the Internet). Both might seem like challenging markets for SaaS offerings, which can suffer from network latency and rely on end-user payments. We examined how the software offering and business model of "Game Cluster" (G-cluster)-a software fi rm that uses cloud architecture in the gaming market-developed since 2000. More specifi cally, we explored the reasons behind the changes to its software and the business model and the benefi ts these changes precipitated. We conducted two rounds of interviews: one in 2005 and one in 2010. In total, we conducted seven open-ended interviews with fi ve informants, each lasting 45 to 90 minutes. The informants included the managing director, the vice president, the chairman of the board of directors, the vice president of software engineering, and a software engineer. In addition, we followed the fi rm's press releases and website to gather additional information.
System Architecture G-cluster, established in 2000, has 25 employees. It provides interactive gaming platforms and games on demand, summed up as "gaming-as-a-service." The fi rm's system architecture executes computer games on servers operating the fi rm's game system platform. It delivers games to client devices (players' TV set-top boxes or PCs) as a compressed stream through the Internet, provided by a broadband network operator. This model frees consumers from worrying about processor power, the OS, graphics cards, or other technical specifi cations of a PC or console.
Network operators are in a good position to provide customers with the quality of service in the IP connection needed for latency management. They also have large customer bases to target and computing centers that can operate gaming infrastructure services.
The 2005 Software and Business Model
During G-cluster's start-up phase from 2000 to 2003, it focused mainly on product development and networking with potential partners. In 2003, it started concentrating on marketing and sales. Figure 1 demonstrates the 2005 business model. In this model, G-cluster licensed source code from other fi rms, such as game publishers and game developers. When G-cluster licenses a game, it modifi es the source code to enable the server's gaming platform to execute the code. It also makes any necessary changes for a given user interface. For instance, if a game was originally developed for a console and G-cluster aims to target it at PCs or Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) devices, it must convert the command button drivers for a remote control or control paddle. In 2005, G-cluster tried to penetrate the IPTV market. However, this market was still undeveloped, and G-cluster couldn't reach enough potential customers. So, the fi rm started offering games on demand to PC users.
In 2005, G-cluster used network operators and portals as sales channels to consumers. However, it was diffi cult for such a small fi rm to contract with network operators. So, G-cluster used value-adding mediators (video-ondemand service providers, set-top box manufacturers, and middleware software providers) as channels to market its product to network operators. In addition, video-on-demand service providers contributed an invoicing system for G-cluster's games-on-demand service. The mediating fi rms helped G-cluster contract with the network operators who were its main customers. G-cluster provided the gaming platform and game applications for the operators, who ran the games on their servers.
In this business model, portals acted as retailers for G-cluster and the network operators, thus making the games available to consumers. Portals provided game menus for consumers. They also took care of marketing and invoicing through the invoicing system integrated into their own services.
In 2005, the customers of G-cluster's games-on-demand service were mainly PC users, and the service was accessible to 15,000 households. The revenue was shared among the portals, network operators, G-cluster, and game licensors. Figure 2 represents G-cluster's 2010 business model, which is simpler and has fewer actors. It no longer includes video-on-demand service providers, set-top box manufacturers, middleware providers, or portals. This difference has two main causes: a change in the target market and a change in the software provided.
Changes in the Software and Business Model
In 2010, the target customers were IPTV users. The PC gaming market had become extremely competitive, and fi nding a segment on which to focus was hard. For PC players, games have increasingly become free. In addition, well-known games are extremely expensive to license for games-ondemand services. All this meant that the PC market became too diffi cult to penetrate and develop into a successful business. So, G-cluster focused back on the IPTV market. Nevertheless, operating in the PC market had let the fi rm test the product, obtain feedback, and gain experience. These opportunities enabled G-cluster to develop the product further for the IPTV market.
The target group for G-cluster's games-on-demand service also crystallized. In practice, the service seems best suited to "mid-class" users. Occasional users are unwilling to pay for the service because free games are available (although they're much simpler than G-cluster's games). Heavy users tend to buy games in stores and play very complex games. They are also willing to invest in consoles and other equipment. G-cluster's service thus appeals to the middle category of users that favors "easy to use" games, such as Nintendo Wii games. This middle category forms a very large group, as the success of Nintendo's Wii has shown.
Regarding the software, G-cluster now offers a "whole product" for network operators. 12 In 2005, G-cluster provided only the server platform and gaming content. In 2010, it offered a ready-made product portfolio including components previously provided by value-adding mediators or network portals. The fi rm now includes an invoicing system and a user interface (menu) that lets users select the games from its virtual games store. The comprehensiveness of its offerings has enabled better access to network operators with no need for software components from a large number of intermediaries.
In addition, G-cluster got to know the operators better between 2005 and 2010 and can more readily make direct contact with them. The change in target customers to IPTV users and the individualized menu have let it remove portals from the value chain. Altogether, these changes have made G-cluster less dependent on third parties.
The only third party between Gcluster and the network operators is a large, well-known server manufacturer. G-cluster is still relatively small; thus, cooperation with the large firm helps it negotiate with new network operators. However, G-cluster conducts no actual business with the server manufacturer; instead, the cooperation benefits both firms. G-cluster gets marketing and sale resources from the firm, which already knows the network operators and conducts business with them. By including G-cluster's technology on its servers, the manufacturer gets added value, which it can advertise when selling servers to network operators.
In the current business model, Gcluster also offers a software development kit (SDK) for game licensors. By using the SDK, licensors can modify and integrate a game directly for Gcluster's gaming platform and send it to network operators. Nevertheless, G-cluster undertakes quality assurance for all games before network operators can offer them to customers. The long-term plan is to outsource all the integration work to game developers. In this way, developers can take the requirements of G-cluster's gaming platform into consideration right from the start. The SDK decreases integration costs and lets G-cluster launch new, more expensive games.
As Figure 2 shows, the revenue is now divided among three actors instead of four. This, together with other business model changes, has doubled the average revenue per user. In addition, G-cluster's service is now accessible to 3,000,000 households.
Lessons Learned
A business model must provide value to the actors in the supply chain. Gcluster's business model has provided added value to actors in the game services supply chain and to customers. Over five years, both internal changes (product development) and external changes (competition in the PC games market) have impacted G-cluster's business model. The lessons learned from the G-cluster experience are applicable to a broader population-that is, software firms whose business model includes providing cloud services through the Internet.
Aim at a Whole Product
By adding the invoicing and user interface software, G-cluster created a product that contains all the modules needed and satisfies the operators' needs. 12 With this business model, Gcluster has become less dependent on third parties and has improved profitability by reducing the number of the partners who share end-user revenue. This implies that firms should simplify the value chain as soon as possible.
Certain third parties were important in G-cluster's start-up phase because they provided knowledge and software modules that the firm didn't have. These parties also acted as marketing channels at a time when Gcluster lacked legitimacy in the market. However, when the firm achieved an entire product and a feasible market position, costly partners became unnecessary.
Shift to a Platform Layer
G-cluster's development of the SDK made it more profitable to include new games for its service. The new business model decreased G-cluster's modification of games and increased the range of available games. Although this decreased the income per game, it boosted the total volume. So, a shift in emphasis in the architectural layers, from the games layer to the platform layer, let G-cluster focus on developing the core product. Generally, firms must develop alternative business models to keep their products competitive for customers and maintain profitability for revenue-sharing partners.
Balance the Platform Strategy and Operators' Roles
Network operators can guarantee the quality of gaming-as-a-service. They also possess the customer contacts and have the infrastructure for operating cloud services. A small firm such as Gcluster couldn't achieve the market volume that would let it operate the platform and games on its own, bypassing the operators. So, providing full PaaS software for network operators and associated tools for game licensors has let G-cluster establish a feasible platform strategy in its business model. 5 
Use Indirect Network Effects
The server manufacturer acted as an important new third party in the business model, even though there were no major business transactions or contracts between it and G-cluster. The partner now acts as a reliable marketing channel, increasing G-cluster's market credibility and helping to find good contacts on the customer side, which will prove useful when G-cluster negotiates with large network operators. This indicates that small software Executing the games on a cloud server makes illegal copying practically impossible.
fi rms should exploit the positive indirect network effects of its partners.
Exploit SaaS Advantages
Game licensors appreciate the SaaS model for various reasons. Executing the games on a cloud server makes illegal copying practically impossible. It's also easy to benefi t from the long tail when offering SaaS. In a virtual store, shelf space costs nothing, and the licensor can offer a large number of games for longer than traditional games offered in stores-given that a game's life cycle is relatively short and shelf space is costly.
Adapt to Infrastructure Technology Changes
The IP protocol has been seen as a unifying platform for future applications. However, a plethora of network variants, infrastructure components, interfaces, and standards wars are still impacting the market reach of any software-based system. As we described, G-cluster changed its business model from IPTV users to PC users-and then back to IPTV users. These changes were based on technical developments and competition in the market. However, these business model changes haven't impacted G-cluster's product strategy because the same gaming platform can deliver games for PC and IPTV. The only technical change was coding the command buttons of the PC games for IPTV users.
F
or a small software fi rm such as G-cluster, successful operation in an SaaS market means including feasible positioning in the business model. This means accurate positioning in many dimensions. For G-cluster, the positioning involved providing full gaming platform software and being located between content rights holders and network operators. It also meant serving mid-class gamers with a long tail of games that were previously issued for game consoles and that are now used for games on demand through IPTV devices.
Generally speaking, a business model change might come from outside the fi rm (a change in the market situation) or inside the fi rm (development of a new or existing product). When a software vendor starts a fi rm, develops a new product, or expands a product line, it must evaluate how these changes impact the business model. In addition, in assessing a business model, the vendor should evaluate a new product's or service's added value to other actors and customers. As G-cluster's case demonstrates, striving for platform leadership in the market will inhibit the entry of new competitors. Firms can also reduce the threat of competition by developing a business model that benefi ts all partners, thus making it diffi cult for newcomers to achieve a foothold in the value chain.
